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The John Wayne Giant Puzzle Book - Large Print Edition
Includes Duke trivia, photos and more!
Editors of the Official John Wayne Magazine

Test your wits and your knowledge of Duke with this GIANT book of large print puzzles. The John Wayne Giant Puzzle Book is a fully-authorized collection of fun created by the editors of The Official John Wayne Collector's Edition magazine. From crosswords and word searches to sudoku, jumbles and more, this collection of brain teasers will keep you entertained for weeks at a time!

See how much you remember about the Duke and his films, family, personal life and more. The book's big size and extra-large print make each puzzle an inviting challenge whenever the impulse strikes. It's the perfect gift for dads, grandpas, puzzle fans and Duke lovers of every kind.

Author Bio

The Official John Wayne Collector's Edition magazine is a bi-monthly celebration of the life and legacy of one of America's greatest icons. Created with the help of the actor's youngest son, Ethan Wayne, and featuring exclusive photos, stories, and memorabilia from the Wayne Family Archives, The Official John Wayne Collector's Edition is the world's foremost authority on all things Duke.
The John Wayne Almanac
A comprehensive guide to Duke's movies, quotes, achievements and more
Editors of the Official John Wayne Magazine

John Wayne continues to be one of the world's most popular celebrities, even more than forty years after his passing. This comprehensive almanac collects all of the most compelling facts, figures, checklists, trivia, movie information and more in one place for the super Duke enthusiast.
it's an unmatched collection of John Wayne information - a first for fans of Duke, providing more insights and Wayne-related fun than any other such book. Not only will readers discover thousands of fascinating bits of information about Duke himself, but they'll also find a complete John Wayne filmography detailing each of his 169 films, along with more than 300 photos of Duke in action.

Author Bio

The Official John Wayne Collector's Edition magazine is a bi-monthly celebration of the life and legacy of one of America's greatest icons. Created with the help of the actor's youngest son, Ethan Wayne, and featuring exclusive photos, stories, and memorabilia from the Wayne Family Archives, The Official John Wayne Collector's Edition is the world's foremost authority on all things Duke.

Notes

Promotion
The Bruce Lee Way
Motivation, Wisdom and Life-Lessons from the Legend
Editors of The Official Bruce Lee Magazine, introduction by Shannon Lee

This fascinating collection showcases how Bruce Lee lived and how we can all live better, fuller lives by following his example. Bruce Lee was more than a movie star or a martial artist. For many people, he was a living example of the incredible things a person can accomplish through dedication, perseverance and sheer force of will. In just 33 years before his untimely death, Bruce Lee created new styles of fighting, and became an international film star, television personality, philosopher and cultural icon in the process.

This inspirational new book presents a carefully curated selection of photos, stories, anecdotes and ephemera, plus favorite film notes, lines and commentary from friends, family, peers and rivals. It distills the iconic fighter's approach to making the most out of life into a beautifully bound book that would be treasured by any Bruce Lee fan, as well as those readers looking for an inspired approach to living a richer, more fulfilling existence.

Author Bio

The Official Bruce Lee Magazine is a bi-monthly celebration of the life and legacy of the most iconic, influential martial artist who ever lived. Created with the help of the actor's daughter, Shannon Lee, and featuring exclusive photos, stories, and memorabilia from Lee's life, the Official Bruce Lee Magazine is the world's foremost authority on this extraordinary human being.